bution to the Hildesheim volume by Skender Anamali (148-55). The hypothesis rests on an interpretation of the Komani-Kruja culture which is represented by the contents of around 25 burial grounds in central and northern Albania (see the map in Albanien 122). Dated to the seventh and eighth centuries, these inhumations, some with grave goods of Byzantine origin along with local imitations, are held to represent the indigenous Illyrian population that, having been freed from imperial rule represented by the coastal cities, were destined to become the Albanian speakers of the early Ottoman period. According to this Illyrian hypothesis the Byzantine belt-buckles and jewelry amount to no more than a reception of "external" manufactures. Yet a series of detailed studies by V. Popovik (e.g., in Garaganin, op. cit. 269-83) leaves it a near certainty that the Komani burials represent a Romanized population surviving in the former province Epirus Nova-in effect the ancient Greek Illyrisand hemmed in on all sides by new Slav settlements, and where in the ninth century was to be established the Theme of Dyrrachium. As with prehistory so with the Middle Ages; the hypotheses forced upon the archaeological record appear devised to sustain simplistic ideas of a national continuity and identity and do little justice to the real achievements of an outstanding generation of Albanian archaeologists. The volumes of the LIMC are now appearing with remarkable regularity, every two years, despite the enormous effort this schedule must involve, and they have become the established source of iconographic information and reference within the scholarly world. The number of contributing nations is still increasing, this time with the addition of Egypt-a fitting tribute and undoubtedly a source of personal satisfaction to the moving spirit of the enterprise, Prof. Lilly Kahil. Two previous volumes (II and III) have received special prizes bestowed by the French Acad6mie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres (the Gustave Mendel and the Le Fevre Deumier de Pons prize respectively), and the volume currently under review is bound to be a serious contender as well. As on previous occasions, I shall limit myself to pointing out its main features, since it is impossible to provide an indepth review of its many entries within the brief compass of this assignment.
The alphabetical range "Eros-Herakles" of the title is somewhat misleading, since "Eros" appears only as a supplement to the treatment in the previous issue, as "Eros in Etruria." As for "Herakles," of the 12 sections outlined in the Plan of the Catalogue, only three are covered here, and the rest will be published in Vol. V. Thus all his Labors are missing, his expeditions, his principal adversaries and companions, and other mythological events connected with his mature life and death. Here we see only the hero's early years and his main iconographic types in isolation. By way of compensation, the Addenda are numerous and important: "Cernunnos," "Demeter," "Ceres," "Bacchus (in peripheria occidentali)," and "Erechtheus" (which includes "Erichthonios"). Even one subject treated in full within the main text, "Helene," has one more example cited on the last page (951): a remarkable marble egg with the heroine carved within, from a Metapontine tomb of ca. 400 B.C., discussed for the first time by M. Torelli in a newspaper article as recent as 16 July 1988! The find is connected with Orphic beliefs and practices so popular in Magna Graecia and therefore carries more than purely iconographic significance.
Major divinities treated in this volume comprise Hades/ Pluto, Hera and Hephaistos, although Iuno/Uni and Vulcan are postponed to a later issue. Hekate and Helios are also in the future, although Helios/Sol is included here. Some nonGreek divinities can also be considered major: Eshmoun, Harpokrates, Hathor, and the Heliopolitani Dei, with their peculiar iconography. Of the minor divinities, Ganymedes and Hebe, Ge and Eubouleus should be mentioned. Among the more intriguing entries are those on "Fluvii" and "Fons," as general categories, although individual accounts on specific rivers are also given throughout the opus. There is the usual sprinkling of satyrs', Maenads', and Nereids' names, and obscure Homeric heroes, especially if they appear in the visual record, but I am more intrigued by two entries ("Eunostos," and "Glaukos III"), for which no catalogue is provided. Their existence is purely literary, and one marvels at the completeness achieved by the LIMC editors.
Two lengthy treatments cover "Gigantes" and "Gorgo, Gorgones." The first provides also a list of Giants' names, with an asterisk following those iconographically attested. Alroth is a recent recipient of the Ph.D. from Uppsala University. This slim volume is her dissertation, published (if I understand the accompanying blurb correctly) in advance of its defense. She poses two problems for herself: whether the appearance of votive figurines may be influenced by the cult image of the sanctuary in which they are dedicated, and whether a figurine of one god may be dedicated to ("visit") another god. In both cases she responds with a qualified "maybe." Alroth notes that she has examined the figurines from more than 50 sanctuaries (p. 18). The study, however, is restricted to the anthropomorphic figurines (chiefly of the Archaic and Classical periods) from some 20 shrines. She seems uneasy with the incompleteness of her dossier, and repeatedly cautions that her book constitutes only a small sample of the evidence (e.g., 66, 108). She nowhere, however, offers a reasoned justification of her selection and exclusion of certain shrines.
In her attempt to isolate the influence of the cult statue on the votive figurines, Alroth encounters a predictable difficulty: there are rarely any detailed representations of Archaic cult statues; in fact, cult statues are often reconstructed on the basis of the votive figurines. She has little new to say about this problem, yet nevertheless devotes a
